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Indifference to Poetry Statement
I work in engineering (a drone for the military-industrial complex), where nobody
finds poetry irrelevant because it doesn’t exist. Reality is progressing via multibillion-dollar war weapons projects. How are your poems going to affect that? I
started out in the MFA world and then skipped out because I needed food and
shelter. I’ve forgotten poetry, I despise it, and I miss it. Use the right algorithm on
that and it by God functions as indifference.
~Sydney James
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YOU KEEP ON GOING
You were stupid for taking that ride from the man in the van;
with the rain falling and no umbrella you think for today, okay.
Soon he grabs for your breasts and asks about your boyfriend (in
Croatian) you understand well enough to say yes all the while
you cringe wondering if when he puts his hand inside his pocket
a knife will show, so you let him touch hoping he lets you off but
not here not yet with only road and trees: Is it close where you
want to go? Seeing the sign you say here. Here? but he stops you
walk in fear it's dark you're the only one (with sheep) so you turn
and chase the other street stop at the car of two men asking where
the hotel is, all you can do is point to where the town is hoping that
the people in the car that's stalled behind this car can tell you're not
a whore, all you want is to find the way back from this desolate
road with rocks that drop into the sea; at some point you see the van
again it passes in the same direction but doesn't stop you want to
vomit, then the cyclist comes you ask how close there he points you
recognize the other sign near where he picked you up now you know
where you're going but you're not there yet you think almost there but
even safe inside your room with the other door locked you fear the
darkness, the tears heavy on your eyes for an hour or more while
your heart jumps at every noise but soon your eyes close waking with the
thought that never again will you break that rule, with silent thanks
because you know you could've been raped killed or left broken by the
road more than this was on your mind that night inside the van and still
the sunlight doesn't shake the thought of every man like him she
said Remember, this is not your country but it's not just here that men
like that exist you're old enough to know, but still we make mistakes
based on past experience what good though would it have done if
you'd woken up in a hospital or worse: take this as a reminder that
bad things happen to anyone in any place it wasn't the worst it could've
been just breathe it's going to be okay with that you keep on going of
course you know that others have called you brave for being all alone in
places you don't know, but nothing will ever change to make you see
yourself that way; you're just one more traveler trying to find your way.

~Vanessa Raney

Vanessa Raney is an American living in Croatia, and currently working on a novel. Her poetry has
previously appeared in mainly online publications, including Every day, a century.
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EMILY AS EVERY HAND BURIED IN THE RIVER BOTTOM
Held by the same river
& arrowed by the weight
of Ohio, we have dove
down to contribute, to give
to the buttoned vein,
that never allows the water
to escape beneath the farms,
never allows the fire
of the earth to be amused
by our lost life-blood. Emily,
the two hands buried
next to mine, next
to our parents, next to our
children; it is not a path
of drowning, it is a path
of real community, breathing
closest to what we love most.
~Darren Demaree

Darren Demaree currently lives and writes in Columbus, Ohio with his wife and children. He is the
author of As We Refer To Our Bodies (2013) and Not For Art Nor Prayer (2014), both are due out from
8th House Publishing House. He is the recipient of two Pushcart Prize nominations.
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verse
it is the black and white bone laid down at 2:59;
it is the hip pushed out, a bruise;
it swings, it growls and cracks like Clayton;
it is across the street where it all went down;
it is an onion;
it drinks at noon and rolls its eyes;
it has been: the barbary horse, the guillotine basket, the rabbit hole, and the mark;
it took mary, took the shake, took care, took the long way and the last short;
it embraces the city with its trickle of piss, its maw, its shine, its jackrabbit plot;
it is sad in the country, an exile;
it moves between the alley and the street;
it is a gate-crasher, a beast, a ruby.
~Joseph Erm

"My work is an extension of the remodernist film and visual arts movement, exploring the tension
between language, history, and culture in the urban setting."~ Joseph Erm
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reanimated cigarettes
You know what’s fucked up?
If my dad came up to me today, reanimated and making Orc jokes about the
Hobbit
and he asked me for a cigarette, I wouldn’t say no
I wouldn’t say “Nah dad, these things are bad for your heart. This is why you died
so
young. Well, that and the diabetes. And the drinking.”
I would just spark one up with him
you couldn’t pay me a billion dollars to give up smoking and drinking with my dad
in the last couple years of his life.
yes I saw him do this all my life
but I came to vice on my own, part of my perceived rebellion against
the doghaired couches of suburbia
yes I saw him do this all my life
and we offered to take him to the doctor more
to walk the dogs with him around the neighborhood
asked if he wanted to go out with us
even to a bar in Claremont, where my friends and I hang out
because I began to fear that I would never see my father in another context
than the garage
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and his swivel chair
and the cuptray on the workbench

so when I moved out
I enjoyed him more than ever
in the garage, we’d talk politics and the news
smoking his pack of Camel Filters, in that garage
and yeah, I would smoke a cigarette with my zombie dad before I said anything to
him about it
My sister used to nag on it
now she just regrets not getting out of his Malibu and giving him a hug the last
time she saw him, when he dropped her off at her dorm
So yeah, I wouldn't say anything
mainly because
The only way men born in the 50s know how to open up
is through mancave dwelling, chatting in smoky garages with 32 oz
Millers
Mainly because I didn’t want to add another sigh to his day
The way I am when I get home from work and I just need to blaze one right quick
before
Homework, and the trash and dishes and everything else
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That’s how he felt, that’s where I get that escapism, that need for release
or maybe I’m just from California; we notice hard when the cold wind blows

For the commenters on the Sacramento Bee's website (Sacbee.com)
Sounds to me like you disdain work
and like you probly wouldn’t do the same work
we work in offices so we just some lame jerks?
say that to my man Kip, standin’ up in the plain shirt
he’s proud of his job, he helped some people today
he helped a father get his disability benefits squared away
with a B of A debit, public private partnerships
that lie at the heart of this
bureaucracy startlin’
those who find themselves in hardship
Kip’s got two kids at home, a wife, he likes grub and comedy
he brings the office some comity and levity
longevity, got ten years plus, he trusts there’ll be a pension
Republicans tryna cut that ish when you ain’t payin attention
when you’re complainin’ about the DMV
you can make an appointment, get in the front of the line with me
Roberto works on the Irish American committee
every year for the office club that plans festivities
he takes care of his mom in the City of the Sun
he ain’t never taken nothing from no one
but he’s a government bureaucrat
some folks are mad that their taxes pay him
like service employees shoulda found another way in
but there’s no other profession where we could do this for no profit
but the public sector
for your safety trash collectors and some metal detectors
not everyone workin' hard here's familiar with 909 streets
Kate ain't have to stay late to help Ahjamu with his timesheet
but she chose to, Human resources sounds so sterilized
I'm skippin' my lunch so I can get your dental dependents verified
we're terrified as the central office plans an audit
yankin' non-biological children and immigrants out the closet
cut benefits for same sex couples, Orange County awards plaudits
politicians make a livin' sayin' civil servants ain't honest
Arnold was like Nixon: he had problems he was fixin'
but employed that fiery diction made me eye 'im with suspicion
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Jerry's dad built Cal State, and we hate legacy politicos
because of abstract American exaltation of "individuals"?
but we live on social insurance, communal pots
"what's the government done for me lately?" trust me, a lot
I'm talkin' student loans for nerds with sousaphones
in addition to salaries for the cops that won't leave brown dudes alone
I used to work for Cal Trans, they live to expand
stay in your lane for the orange vested man
so hate an an office, hate on a process
hate on a line, hate infrastructure in the 909
but find the time, to read your city's charter
don't be surprised when it ain't the Magna Carta
because we're broke and younguns vote but once every four years
we have elections annually can I make this more clear?
Gary makes coffee for everyone in the morning
Nemi replaces the microwave when it busts without warning
Diane takes Spanish calls and helps folks at the counter
Jose and Stacey make me laugh when the day is a downer
we're a family, multicolored
Cubicle sisters and brothers
so don't resist but love us
before you think nothin' of us
help us help you, don't begrudge taxes for the call center
Goldman sacks cats in the fall, and they'll be callin' us all winter
~Tristan Douglas

Tristan Acker is in the M.F.A. poetry program in his hometown at Cal State San Bernardino. He is trying
to interpret and share the middle-class ethnic values and nascent counter-culture that he observes so
much of in his life here in the Inland Empire. You can listen to Tristan’s poetry and hip-hop collective the
West Coast Avengers at westcoastavengers.bandcamp.com.
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he remembers there were gardens
it’s darker than he ever imagined, a great plug pulled on the world,
nothing but the sound of his own breath
darker than nights he dreamed of oceans
coating his lungs, filling his heart, left motionless in his own body
fallen back into a time before other people
only two sets of hands clasping each other
when she was looking at him and he was looking at her
and everything was green and hope and thrilling new laughter at each discovery
time spent naming all they found, never disagreeing on a syllable
animals growling their own, brought out like fresh flavors on their tongues
trees heavy, food, shade, a million things blending with their bones
but one day, there is a crack in the world
and she is looking at him and he is looking at her
and there is a wrinkle along her brow, a story of smooth alien skin wrapping her arm,
murmuring into her ear, revealing secrets, revealing all
breaking her heart open wide, blood running out, terrible thoughts running in,
when she touches his temples with her fingertips, he knows it’s true
suddenly, as if by magic, nothing is what they want anymore
dark new layers, meanings they don’t expect
scales falling from their eyes, blinking in the sunlight at what really exists
and then God came
and everything was mud and shame and desperate claws at forgiveness
denials of promises made in shouts and betrayed in whispers
you were made of stars, God said, stellar matter dispersed
I created a whole universe inside you and what have you done?
he looks down at his hands, her hands, their hands snaked together
watches them decay until photons, neutrinos, positrons are the whole world
drifting rootless in a space larger than the mind can imagine
all pain ever felt, all joy ever had, gone, done, meaningless, silent and cold
but not yet, God says, years and years, trillions and trillions
you’ll wait until forever before you come back the way you started
before you’re anything I wanted you to be
he draws a sudden, deep forceful breath
as if his head has been pulled from under water
coughing himself out of a dream more real than real life,
he remembers there were gardens

~Kate LaDew

Kate LaDew is a graduate from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro with a BA in Studio Art.
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Sincerely The Moon VI
He behaved as the beehive hummed.
He crept with his cloves of garlic.
He and the moon and he made five
or three –a fiddled lullaby between
them. The moon broke his knees;
he was as a coal furnace whisper–
sheepskin rubbed on hound’s tooth.
He crept with his cloves of garlic
curled and packed into a purse
or three –a fiddled lullaby between
the coddled stitches, the shooting
sear of hound’s tooth. The moon
draped him in sheepskin. On his knees,
not a whisper, smudged with coal,
he curled and packed into a purse
cat hair pulled from the moon’s lapel,
the coddled stitches, the shooting
shock in electric wires. He behaved.
Spent coal, shaped fang of hound’s tooth,
he whispered at the moon.
Bent-kneed, he was his sheepish kin.
The moon lit sheepskin, coal,
knees wrapped in hound’s tooth.
The moon’s lavish whispers
–like cat hair pulled from its lapelwore the mask of a man gone blind,
shocked by electric wires (he behaved
as his ten fingers plucked at the moon).
He heard the whispers, the sheepskin
the moon smeared with raw coal.
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He licked hound’s tooth –his knees
becoming raw knees. The moon whispered
its love of hound’s tooth, of sheepskin,
of coal-miners’ halogen lamp –mimics of moonshine, the mask of a man gone blind.
He and the moon and he made five
as his ten fingers plucked at the moon.
He behaved as the beehive hummed:
shaken knees, sheepskin, whispering
coal fires, tooth lamenting the moon.
~Brian Clifton

Brian Clifton lives in Kansas City, Missouri. His work can be found in burntdistrict, Plains Song Review,
Split Rock Quarterly, and Iodine.
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Enough
Hidden inside my face
I’ve got an Ayatollah’s beard,
a heavy beard in three days
it’s grown in pretty good. I look mean,
I feel tough, but I’m
a broken man inside, a soft-boiled man,
this beard is the hardest
most vital thing about me.
It takes more guts
than you’d ever imagine after a certain point
for a man to look at himself in the morning
and not shave—maybe that’s why
most of us do it without thinking,
run a razor over our face
without seeing a thing, morning
after morning—it’s safer that way.
Strange thing is,
I shave to disguise myself
to look like—what? A boy,
again, I suppose, someone young enough
not to know any better, someone
with a lifetime of wrong turns
still ahead of him. Instead
I look like a guy
in a gas station mirror
at three a.m.
but I look like that guy
all the time now wherever I go
and I’m not going anywhere.
I look like a guy
another guy walked out of
and left behind to take the blame
for everything. I look like
a terrorist, a Fundamentalist, the fugitive
in every wanted poster for every unwanted man
you ever saw—I look like a prophet
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who came back from a life
in the desert
with nothing. Guilty, yes,
as much as anyone, maybe a little more,
and sorrier than most, I’d say
that sums it up, I’d say
that’s just about enough.

Due North
Those trees at the train station, pure yellow, when did
they totally turn? I’d been waiting,
watching so closely—or so I thought.
They glow even in the frosty dark.
I hunker down inside my coat for warmth.
It will be another long winter,
that’s what they say. At last
I’m ready for it.
The highway unrolls into a dawn
that comes a little too soon
like a bird hitting a window.
Another station:
the man in the seat beside wakes,
rubs his meaty face
with both stubby fists
I check his finger to see if he’s wedded to anything.
Like me, he’s not.
~Meeah Williams

Meeah Williams is a freelance writer and graphic artist from Brooklyn, NY.
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No Babies
Air conditioner,
plotting green eyed
course straight into
my wallet,
Lover and I do
contraceptive pill
rain dance, chanting
mantra,
No Babies
No Babies
No Babies
Future budget crisis in forecast,
even vending machine is worried,
pink slip executioner is picking out
perfect hood and tie to wear,
No Babies
No Babies
No Babies
Resume written, cross
fingers that glass bottle in
lack of prospects ocean
will bring help, I’ll do anything
but join a death squad,
No Babies
No Babies
No Babies
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~
They say the meek
will inherit the world, but
will there be any jobs?
No Babies
No Babies
~Jonathan Gibbs

Jonathan Gibbs lives in Austin, TX where he creates music as a solo artist, plays drums in the group Arty
Twit and The Alibis, write poems and prose, and dabbles in visual arts. He is currently trying to become
the first human not to be human.
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Broken Men
I’m interested in them
because they take years to mend.
I can gather their pieces
one by one
scattered in street corners
and parking lots –
I can trace back their thoughts
there, where they left them
at the Chinese Laundry strip club
on Rodeo and La Cienega
hoping for a pitiful lap dance;
I can find them
when they were just teenagers
hiking the upper decks of malls
to catch a glimpse of women’s breasts
or when they were ten
and tried to cover up their ears from
the thumping
father hitting mother, and her
deafening silence
I can see them reading in the
dark with the fickle light of
a draping loose moon, delving
into stories better than theirs.
And I can let them into the secret –
women have eyes between
their breasts,
and they don’t want you to see it.
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Whenever you stare
something grows from underneath,
a sudden urge to undress
in front of a stranger, and remain
without sin, without knowing –
they want to go back where
once they were kings
and made of palpitating mud
and spit, and whispered air.
~Mahtem Shiferraw

Mahtem Shiferraw is a poet, visual artist and cultural activist. She grew up in Eritrea & Ethiopia. She
received her MFA in Creative Writing from Vermont College of Fine Arts. Her work has been published
in The 2River View, Blast Furnace, Blood Lotus and elsewhere. She lives in Los Angeles.
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Stay Golden
They have built their gilded calf,
worn down the bones of the moon
that gleams so big and round tonight,
ducking behind a darkling cloud.
The silly houses sparkle like stars;
this is the medium through which I move.
It obsesses me:
this view of the roofs and chimney pots.
I can’t seem to find a place
to step through anymore.
This measured breath of air
where houses are married to inconsequence
and shadows gulp the sulfurous night.
These green lawns are injurious to
us both, issuing a strand of imperfections;
great heads obsessing over an unsolved
mathematical equation, listening to the
din of improbabilities.
They draw up the night, through trial and error,
nursing their stitches left to fester,
a bad infection seeping into shadow,
then returning with a glow, unsustained.
They do nothing to instruct me.
~Caroline Misner

Caroline Misner is a graduate of Sheridan College of Applied Arts & Technology with a diploma in Media
Arts Writing. Her poetry, fiction and non-fiction have appeared in several journals throughout the USA,
Canada and the UK. She writes erotica under the pseudonym Cynthia Lucas and her stories have
appeared in several publications and anthologies. In 2009 she was nominated for the prestigious
Writers’ Trust/McClelland & Stewart Journey Anthology Prize, as well a Pushcart Prize in 2010 and 2011.
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Behind the Choices
In choosing these poems, my first criterion was that the poem has to give the readers
something we need. The world is relentless and demands that we spend our free time
watching Miley Cyrus get naked and lick something, so whataya got to top that? At the
very least, stimulate my senses. At best, give me something I don’t have. Tell me
something I don’t know, touch me with something I need to keep. Take me for a ride.
Thus: I will confess to you that I have no idea what the poems “Sincerely The Moon VI”
and “Verse” are about. But in both, the sounds beguile me with a meaning that sinks
into me even though I’m not able to articulate it. In “Verse,” the line “it took mary,
took the shake, took care, took the long way and the last short” seduces me with those
long “a” sounds and then slams me in the face. I understand that “It” beckons and then
abandons, is passionately dangerous and deceptively tender. I am completely in the
dark as to what “It” is, and the fact that it’s not explained in no way interferes with the
communication going on between me and that poem.
It is communication that matters. When the speaker of “Enough” says, “I look like a
guy/another guy walked out of/and left behind to take the blame/for everything,” it is
a voice interrupting our loneliness, and (if we aren’t complete assholes) we are grateful
for the bravery of that connection.
Ultimately, we need meaning that helps us frame the way we live our inner reality into
the outer world. What art has an opportunity to do (and poetry most of all the arts) is
to locate the personal in the global and the universal, the momentary in the historical
and the eternal. So in “For the commenters on the Sacramento Bee's website,” we hear
one individual telling us about his singular job and his particular co-workers, in one
specific city during one specific year. He puts those things in a poem that with both its
words and its sounds insists on its own significance. And in its very particularity, the
poem lends that significance to everybody in all times who labors at an unglamorous
job (maybe including us), who is not lauded but who struggles every day to make
someone else's life better.
The silver lining to living in such turbulent and terrifying times is that, by God, there’s
something to write about. I am grateful for the poems I found—including many I
couldn’t include in the selected twelve—that acknowledge the complication of being a
human being, the beauty and horror and confusion of it, and provide the memory of
voices I can take with me to the next tragedy, the next Hollywood awards TV show, the
next small moment of quiet when any of us might need some kind of answer as to why
we should keep living, and what to reach for.
~Sydney James
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